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What began as a casual collection of Jewish jokes
for Jeffry V. Mallow's personal amusement soon
became a napkin-scribbling compulsion to document
the very best in Jewish humor, whenever and
wherever he came across it. The bigger his trove,
the clearer it became to Mallow that the jokes were
more than just funny-they were authentic in their
depictions of Jews and their interactions with each
other and with non-Jews; they represented the
breadth of Jewish life. Field-tested by Mallow's standup comedy audiences for decades, here are
guaranteed rib-ticklers about matchmakers, cantors,
and circumcisers; the overly pious, freethinkers, and
heretics; the illogic of Jewish logic; and even Jewish
encounters with alien societies! In these pages,
Jews poke fun at their own foibles and at the
Gentiles who befuddle them, and Mallow offers witty
and informative introductions, explanations,
background, and cultural context. There's also a
handy glossary at the end. Not only is this a laughout-loud compilation of the best Jewish jokes that
date back to the Talmud and up to today, but it's also
a fascinating and entertaining look at Jewish life
around the world and through the centuries.
In this book, Ruth Wisse evokes and applauds the
genius of spontaneous Jewish joking--as well as the
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brilliance of comic masterworks by writers like
Heinrich Heine, Sholem Aleichem, Isaac Babel, S. Y.
Agnon, Isaac Bashevis Singer, and Philip Roth. A.
The Jews of the Pale of Settlement created a
distinctive way of life little known beyond its borders.
Just before World War I, a socialist revolutionary
named An-sky and his team collected jokes,
recorded songs, took thousands of photographs, and
created a revealing questionnaire in Yiddish,
translated here in its entirety for the first time.
"Somewhere between Isaac Bashevis Singer and
Morey Amsterdam."—Kirkus Reviews Two Jews were
on a train: "All Eastern European Jewish jokes start
this way, or almost," says Adam Biro, who has
assembled this rich volume of such stories, tales in
which—thanks to a masterful translation by Catherine
Tihanyi—we can hear the voices of generations using
humor to teach about the delicacy, anguish, and
unpredictability of life itself.
Always remember the two rules of life: RULE #1:
Never forget how to laugh RULE #2: Never forget
Rule #1 From romance to rabbis, from housework to
hearing, with Oy Vey: More! The Ultimate Book of
Jewish Jokes Part Two, David Minkoff takes us on a
hilarious, sideways look at Jewish life and culture.
Picking up where off the first volume left off, this
laugh packed sequel includes over 800 meandering
stories, riddles, one-liners, and even a glossary of
Yiddish terms for the uninitiated, so goys, no
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problem, you don't have to be Jewish to enjoy. With
chapters on birth, death, matters of faith, people and
professions, medicine, romance, families and more,
all aspects of everyday life are covered. From
marriage brokers (shadchen) to bar mitzvahs, from
schmucks to gossips (yentas), Oy Vey: More!
features a recognizable character on every page,
including a special child-friendly section and a humor
test for couples. Contemporary and traditional by
turns, from young people, to couples and
grandparents, this compendium of Hebrew hilarity is
great fun for the whole family to enjoy.
A grasshopper walked into a bar and ordered a
drink. The bartender looked at him and said, “You
know we have a drink named after you?” The
grasshopper replied, “You have a drink named
Stanley?” Schtick happens. For five thousand years,
God’s chosen people have cornered the market on
knee-slappers, zingers, and knock-knock jokes. Now
Old Jews Telling Jokes mines mothers, fathers,
bubbies, and zaydes for comic gelt. What we get are
jokes that are funnier than a pie in the punim: Abie
and Becky jokes; hilarious rabbi, doctor, and mohel
tales; and those bits just for Mom (Q: What’s the
difference between a Jewish mother and a
Rottweiler? A: Eventually a Rottweiler will let go!).
Some are just naughty and some are downright
bawdy—but either way you’ll laugh till you plotz. With
Borscht Belt gags from Brooklyn to Bel Air to Boca,
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Old Jews Telling Jokes is like chicken soup for your
funny bone. I mean, would it kill you to laugh a little?
Jewish Humor on Your Desktop is a series of seven
interactive books that bring hundreds of funny
Jewish anecdotes to your favorite screen - desktop
or laptop computer, Kindle, iPad, iPhone, Android
phone or tablet. This book is Volume 7: Yiddishe
Nachas. This book presents links to video clips and
associated anecdotes that should provide the reader
with a general feeling of warmth, happiness, and
Jewish pride. It includes inspiring insights into the
Jewish holidays, reminiscences of favorite Jewish
music, notable achievements of young Jews in the
world of sports and the arts, and animated reviews of
Jewish history. There's even a history of the Songs
Tzena, Tzena and Bei Mir Bist du Schein, a musical
tribute to Jewish unity, and a seder to celebrate the
Fourth of July. The anecdotes and video clips are
based on three years and more than 900 entries
from Jewish Humor Central, a blog written by Al
Kustanowitz, who has been studying, chronicling,
and delivering Jewish humor for more than 30 years.
In the e-book version, most of the anecdotes include
a highlighted link that goes directly to the video clip
when you click on it while reading it on your
electronic device. In this print version the links
appear as URLs that you will have to type into your
browser address bar if you want to see the video. If
you're reading this book away from your computer,
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the anecdotes alone should be a source of
entertainment.
Q: What does Sadie do with her headache each
morning? A: She sends him to work In this laugh-outloud book, David Minkoff, collector of Jewish jokes,
shares with us the funniest, silliest and unmistakably
Jewish jokes from his vast collection. Brought up in a
Jewish family, where joke-telling was a social
activity, the author is well placed to take a sideways
look at Jewish life and culture. All aspects of
everyday life is covered, with chapters on life, death,
matters of faith, people and professions, medicine,
romance and families, and more. From marriage
brokers (shadchen) to bar mitzvahs and from
schmucks and gossips (yentas), there is a
recognisable character on every page, and a rather
handy glossary of terms at the back! There is even a
special child-friendly section and a humour test for
couples. Contemporary and traditional by turns, Oy!
The Great Jewish Joke Book is great fun for all the
family to enjoy, from couples to grandmothers. And
lastly: Q: How do you prevent your bagels being
stolen? A: Put lox on them. Brought up in a Jewish
household where joke-telling is a social activity, the
author has been collecting jokes for a long time. He
owns and runs a website devoted to the Jewish Joke
that has over 2000 jokes on it. His previous title, The
Ultimate Book of Jewish Jokes was a huge seller
worldwide.
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Jewish Humor on Your Desktop is a series of interactive
eBooks that bring hundreds of funny Jewish videos and
anecdotes to your favorite screen -- desktop or laptop
computer, Kindle, iPad, iPhone, Android phone or tablet Each
video is introduced with a short written commentary
explaining its back story. The videos are based on three
years and 900 entries from Jewish Humor Central, a blog
written by Al Kustanowitz, who has been studying,
chronicling, and delivering Jewish humor for more than 30
years. This is the first book in the series, titled Old Jokes and
New Comedians. It retells some classic old Jewish jokes and
introduces 40 stand-up comedians who are relatively new on
the comedy circuit, with more than 50 direct links to video
clips of their acts.
Finalist for the National Jewish Book Award “Dauber deftly
surveys the whole recorded history of Jewish humour.”
—Economist In a major work of scholarship that explores the
funny side of some very serious business (and vice versa),
Jeremy Dauber examines the origins of Jewish comedy and
its development from biblical times to the age of Twitter.
Organizing Jewish comedy into “seven strands”—including
the satirical, the witty, and the vulgar—he traces the ways
Jewish comedy has mirrored, and sometimes even shaped,
the course of Jewish history. Dauber also explores the classic
works of such masters of Jewish comedy as Sholem
Aleichem, Isaac Babel, Franz Kafka, the Marx Brothers,
Woody Allen, Joan Rivers, Philip Roth, Mel Brooks, Sarah
Silverman, Jon Stewart, and Larry David, among many
others.
A scholarly and thought-provoking work that places Jewish
humor at the center of a discourse about Jewish and German
relations through most of the twentieth century. At Wit’s End
explores the fascinating discourse on Jewish wit in the
twentieth century when the Jewish joke became the subject
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of serious humanistic inquiry and inserted itself into the
cultural and political debates among Germans and Jews
against the ideologically charged backdrop of anti-Semitism,
the Jewish question, and the Holocaust. The first in-depth
study to explore the Jewish joke as a crucial rhetorical figure
in larger cultural debates in Germany, author Louis Kaplan
presents an engrossing and lucid work of scholarship that
examines how “der jüdische Witz” (referring to both Jewish
wit and jokes) was utilized differently in a number of texts,
from the Weimar Republic to the rise of National Socialism,
and how it was re-introduced into the public sphere after the
Holocaust with the controversial publication of Salcia
Landmann’s collection of Jewish jokes in the reparations era
(Wiedergutmachung). Kaplan reviews the claims made about
the Jewish joke and its provocative laughter by notable
writers from a variety of ideological perspectives,
demonstrating how their reflections on this complex cultural
trope enable a better understanding of German–Jewish
intercultural relations and their eventual breakdown in the
Third Reich. He also illustrates how selfcritical and self-ironic
Jewish Witz maintained a fraught and ambivalent relationship
with anti-Semitism. In reviewing this critical and traumatic
moment in modern German–Jewish history through the
deadly discourse on the Jewish joke, At Wit’s End includes
chapters on the virulent Austrian anti-Semitic racial theorist
Arthur Trebitsch, the Nazi racial propagandist Siegfried
Kadner, the German Marxist cultural historian Eduard Fuchs,
the Jewish diasporic historian Erich Kahler, and the Jewish
cabaret impresario Kurt Robitschek, among others. Shedding
new light on anti-Semitism and on the Jewish question
leading up to the Holocaust, At Wit’s End provides readers
with a unique perspective by which to gain important insights
about this crucial historical period that reverberates into the
present day, when potentially offensive humor coupled with a
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toxic political climate and xenophobia can have deadly
consequences.
The Jewish joke is as old as Abraham, and like the Jews
themselves it has wandered over the world, learned countless
new languages, worked with a range of different materials,
been performed in front of some pretty hostile crowds, but still
retained its own distinctive identity. So what is it that animates
the Jewish joke? Why are Jews so often thought of as
'funny'? And how old can a joke get? The Jewish Joke is a
brilliant - and very funny - riff on Jewish jokes, about what
marks them apart from other jokes, why they are important to
Jewish identity and how they work. Ranging from selfdeprecation to anti-Semitism, politics to sex, it looks at the
past of Jewish joking and asks whether the Jewish joke has a
future. With jokes from Woody Allen, Lena Dunham and Jerry
Seinfeld, as well as Freud and Marx (Groucho mostly), this is
both a compendium and a commentary, light-hearted and
deeply insightful.
The Jokes of Sigmund Freud unravels the intimate
connections between Sigmund Freud and his Jewish identity.
Author Elliott Oring observes that Freud frequently identified
with the characters in the jokes he told, and that there was a
strong relationship between these jokes and his own
psychological and social state. This analysis offers novel
insights into the enigmatic character of Freud and a fresh
perspective on the nature of the science that he founded.
Here are more than 100 of the best Jewish jokes you'll ever
hear, interspersed with perceptive and persuasive insight into
what they can tell us about how Jews see themselves, their
families, and their friends, and what they think about money,
sex, and success. Rabbi Joseph Telushkin is as celebrated
for his wit as for his scholarship, and in this immensely
entertaining book, he displays both in equal measure.
Stimulating, something stinging, and always very, very funny,
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Jewish Humor offers a classic portrait of the Jewish collective
unconscious.
An illuminating, often humorous history of the Jewish Mother
traces the evolution of this popular icon through decades of
American culture, detailing both positive and negative
aspects through the years while examining such images as
the "Yiddishe Mama," "Molly Goldberg," the smothering and
shrewish scourge of Portnoy's Complaint, and beyond.
Humor, wit, and laughter surround each person. From
everyday quips to the carefully contrived comedy of literature,
newspapers, and television we experience humor in many
forms, yet the impetus for our laughter is far from innocuous.
Misfortune, stupidity, and moral or cultural defects, however
faintly revealed in others and ourselves, seem to make us
laugh. Although discomforting, such negative terms as
superiority, aggression, hostility, ridicule, or degradation can
be applied to instances of humor. According to scholars,
Thomas Hobbes's "superiority theory"?that humor arises from
mischances, infirmities, and indecencies, where there is no
wit at all?applies to most humor. With the exception of goodnatured play, Charles R. Gruner claims that humor is rarely
as innocent as it first appears.Gruner's proposed superiority
theory of humor is all-encompassing. In The Game of Humor,
he expands the scope of Hobbes's theory to include and
explore the contest aspect of "good-natured" play. As such,
the author believes all instances of humor can be examined
as games, in terms of competition and keeping score?winners
and losers. Gruner draws on a broad spectrum of thoughtprovoking examples. Holocaust jokes, sexual humor, the
racialist dialogue of such comic characters as Stepin Fetchit
and Archie Bunker, simple puns, and many of the author's
own encounters with everyday humor. Gruner challenges the
reader to offer a single example of humor that cannot be "dehumorized" by its agonistic nature.The Game of Humor
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makes intriguing and enjoyable reading for people interested
in humor and the aspects of human motivation. This book will
also be valuable to professionals in communication and
information studies, sociologists, literary critics and linguists,
and psychologists concerned with the conflicts and tensions
of everyday life.

Trying to give definition to humor of any kind is already
bad business in itself. Just when you thought you have
laid down the rules, someone will definitely give you a
tap on the shoulder and remind you of other forms of
humor. And worse, you might even get to raise some
eyebrows in your mere attempt to define it.As far as
Jewish humor is concerned, it is basically a kind of
humor that is blatantly Jewish in all its characters,
concerns, language, definitions, symbols or values.
Based on one definition, a Jewish joke is something that
a non-Jewish person will be able to understand and all
Jews say that they already heard. However, not all the
Jewish humor has been derived from Jewish sources.
And in the same way, not all the humor that the Jews
created are necessarily Jewish. For this reason, it would
be best that you examine not the song but the singer.
Jewish humor is very diverse and rich and can be difficult
to adequately describe it with a single generalization.
The Jewish theologians said that it is much easier to
describe God in things that He is not and the same thing
can be of use when trying to understand Jewish humor.
Jewish humor is not escapist and not a slapstick. This is
not physical and in general, it is not cruel and this
doesn't relate to the infirm or the weak. Similarly, this is
also not gentle and polite. What Jewish humor truly is
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might be even harder to determine and here are several
broad statements in a complete awareness of all the
possible futility of this exercise. Usually, Jewish humor is
substantive and is about something. This is specifically
fond of some particular topics like food, business, family,
wealth and its absence, anti-Semitism, survival and
health. Jewish humor is fascinated by logic and
intricacies of the mind as well as the short elliptical path
that separates the absurd from the rational. As a
religious or social commentary, Jewish humor tends to
be resigned, complaining, descriptive or sarcastic. At
times, the humor's point is actually more powerful than
the laugh that it delivers and for several of these jokes,
the right response is not really laughter but instead, a
consoling sigh of recognition or a bitter nod. The didactic
can preclude laughing for free similar with slapstick
humor that derives the laughter from the misfortune of
other people. There is no doubt that Jewish humor is an
interesting thing that continues to fascinate people from
all parts of the world, whether they are Jewish or not. To
give you a dose of Jewish fun, here are some of the best
Jewish jokes that can either make you double up in
laughter or stop, think and contemplate on the real
meaning that lies within.
North American Edition of the UK Bestseller How identity
politics failed one particular identity. ‘a must read and if
you think YOU don’t need to read it, that’s just the clue
to know you do.’ SARAH SILVERMAN ‘This is a brave
and necessary book.’ JONATHAN SAFRAN FOER ‘a
masterpiece.’ STEPHEN FRY
A compilation of rabbinic legends grouped by such
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themes as biblical characters, God, good and evil, the
human being and society, and nature
Feared and enjoyed around the world, Michael Winner's
column in the Sunday Times is something of a
phenomenon. One day, on a whim, the great man threw
in a few of his favourite Jewish jokes. From such tiny
acorns a cult following has grown, and old Hymie, the
butt of many jokes, took on new life. By popular demand,
here is a collection of the ribald, edgy and side-splittingly
funny bon mots from Winner's much-loved (and hated)
alter ego. This is not for the easily offended!
Works on Jewish humor and Jewish jokes abound today,
but what formed the basis for our contemporary notions
of Jewish jokes? How and when did these perceptions
develop? In this groundbreaking study and translation,
noted humor and folklore scholar Elliott Oring introduces
us to the joke collections of Lippmann Moses
Büschenthal, an enlightened rabbi, and an unknown
author writing as "Judas Ascher." Originally published in
German in 1812 and 1810, these books include jokes
and anecdotes that play on stereotypes. The jokes depict
Jews dealing with Gentiles who are bent on their
conversion, Jews encountering government officials and
institutions, newly propertied Jews attempting to
demonstrate their acquisition of artistic and philosophical
knowledge, and Jews engaged in trade and
moneylending—often with the aim to defraud. In these
jokes we see the antecedents of modern Jewish humor,
and in Büschenthal's brief introduction we find perhaps
the earliest theory of the Jewish joke. Oring provides
helpful annotations for the jokes and contextualizing
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essays that examine the current state of Jewish joke
scholarship and the situation of the Jews in France and
Germany leading up to the periods when the two
collections were published. Intended to stimulate the
search for even earlier examples, Oring challenges us to
confront the Jewish joke from a genuine historical
perspective.
How I Am a Jew documents the life-long journey of
author Howard Polsky as he struggles to maintain his
cultural Jewish heritage in the context of his American
homeland. This experience of one particular individual is
the story of many Americans. Most people living in the
U.S. were born abroad or have parents or grandparents,
who were born abroad and share the effort described in
this book to make meaning of their roots on the road to
integrate the different parts of their identities.
Heard the one about the Rabbi and the cow from Minsk?
Look no further than this witty compendium, a fascinating
and revealing celebration of the great Jewish Joke.
Comedy is full of famously funny Jews, from Groucho
Marx to Sarah Silverman, from Larry David to Jerry
Seinfeld. This smart and funny book includes tales from
many of these much-loved comics, and will appeal to
their broad audience, while revealing the history, context
and wider culture of Jewish joking. The Jewish joke is as
old as Abraham, and like the Jews themselves it has
wandered over the world, learned countless new
languages, worked with a range of different materials,
been performed in front of some pretty hostile crowds,
and yet still retained its own distinctive identity. So what
is it that animates the Jewish joke? Why are Jews so
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often thought of as ‘funny’? And how old can a joke
get? The Jewish Joke is a brilliant—and laugh-out-loud
funny—riff on about what marks Jewish jokes apart from
other jokes, why they are important to Jewish identity
and how they work. Ranging from self-deprecation to antiSemitism, politics to sex, Devorah Baum looks at the
history of Jewish joking and asks whether the Jewish
joke has a future. With jokes from Lena Dunham to
Woody Allen, as well as Freud and Marx (Groucho,
mostly), Baum balances serious research with lighthearted humor and provides fascinating insight into this
well-known and much loved cultural phenomenon.
This innovative guide examines the basic similarities and
differences between Jews and Latter-day Saints and
contains timetables, glossaries, facts about Jewish
culture, religion, and language as well as beloved Jewish
jokes and recipes.
Rising young comedian Moshe Kasher is lucky to be
alive. He started using drugs when he was just 12. At
that point, he had already been in psychoanlysis for 8
years. By the time he was 15, he had been in and out of
several mental institutions, drifting from therapy to rehab
to arrest to...you get the picture. But KASHER IN THE
RYE is not an "eye opener" to the horrors of addiction.
It's a hilarious memoir about the absurdity of it all. When
he was a young boy, Kasher's mother took him on a
vacation to the West Coast. Well it was more like an
abduction. Only not officially. She stole them away from
their father and they moved to Oakland , California.
That's where the real fun begins, in the war zone of
Oakland Public Schools. He was more than just out of
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control-his mother walked him around on a leash, which
he chewed through and ran away. Those early years
read like part Augusten Burroughs, part David Sedaris,
with a touch of Jim Carrol...but a lot more Jewish. In fact,
Kasher later spends time in a Brooklyn Hasidic
community. Then came addicition... Brutally honest and
laugh-out-loud funny, Kasher's first literary endeavor
finds humor in even the most horrifying situations.
Jewish Humor on Your Desktop is a series of seven
interactive eBooks that bring hundreds of funny Jewish
videos and anecdotes to your favorite screen -- desktop
or laptop computer, Kindle, iPad, iPhone, Android phone
or tablet. Each video is introduced with a short written
commentary explaining its back story. The anecdotes
and videos are based on three years and 900 entries
from Jewish Humor Central, a blog written by Al
Kustanowitz, who has been studying, chronicling, and
delivering Jewish humor for more than 30 years. This
anthology includes the complete contents of all seven
books in the series -- more than 400 anecdotes and
more than 20 hours of video clips -- the best of Jewish
Humor Central in one convenient package. We hope that
it brings joy and laughter into your home and wherever
you carry your laptop, tablet, and smartphone - not just
on Purim, but throughout the year. The seven books in
the series are: Vol. 1: Old Jokes and New Comedians
This is the first book in the series. It retells some classic
old Jewish jokes and introduces 40 stand-up comedians
who are relatively new on the comedy circuit, with more
than 50 direct links to video clips of their acts. Vol. 2:
Israel is a Funny Country This second book in the series
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explores the multifaceted nature of humor in Israel, some
of which is intentional and some of which is
unintentional. Either way, the quirks of Israeli life
contribute to making that life interesting and fulfilling. In
the pages of this volume, we take a look at humorous
slices of Israeli life, funny TV commercials, unusual
stories about food, surprising rabbinic bans on daily
activities, simchas as they can only be celebrated in
Israel, endearing aspects of Israeli culture, a look at the
growing phenomenon of flash mobs, and a glimpse of a
few unusual Israeli sports. Vol. 3: Humor in Jewish Life
(You Can't Make This Stuff Up) This third book in the
series explores the funny, often hilarious situations that
occur in everyday Jewish life, including anecdotes from
the daily newspapers and blogs that are unbelievable but
true. The book includes 67 anecdotes, most linked to
online video clips totaling more than 3 hours. It covers
funny incidents involving Jews of all denominations,
unusual religious rituals, funny stories involving Jewish
food, weddings, TV, music, dance, theater, story telling,
and seniors having fun. Vol. 4: Jewish Traces in
Unexpected Places This fourth book in the series
presents anecdotes and associated video clips that
reveal the myriad ways that Jewish culture, religion,
humor, music, song, and dance have found expression
in parts of the world that, at first glance, might not seem
supportive of Jewish Life. Vol. 5: Yiddish is a Funny
Language This fifth book in the series presents
anecdotes and associated video clips that illustrate the
colorful humor associated with the Yiddish language.
Whether it's Yiddish jokes, Yiddish words and
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expressions, Yiddish song and dance, Yiddish in theater
and film, or Yiddish cooking, you will chuckle at the ways
this language of an Eastern Europe that was thought to
be long gone has permeated modern Jewish life around
the world today. Vol. 6: Jewish Holiday Hilarity This is the
sixth and longest book in the series, titled Jewish Holiday
Hilarity. This book presents more than 100 anecdotes
and associated video clips of Jewish holiday humor that
will bring holiday-appropriate laughter into your home on
Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot, Hanukkah, Tu
B'Shvat, Purim, Passover, Lag B'Omer, and Shavuot.
You'll find lots of links to the most popular music videos
and funny parodies for each of the holidays, along with
commentary that fills in some of the details about the
singers, musicians, and comedians who created this
holiday hilarity. Vol. 7: Yiddishe Nachas This last book in
the series presents links to video clips and associated
anecdotes that should provide the reader with a general
feeling of warmth, happiness, and Jewish pri
This book details the evolution of Jewish humour,
highlighting its long history from the period of the Bible to
the present day, and includes a wide spectrum of styles
that are expressed in various works and fields, including
the Bible, the Talmud, poetry, literature, folklore, jokes,
movies, and television series. It focuses upon three sociogeographic regions where the majority of Jewish people
lived during the 18th to 21st centuries and where Jewish
humor was created, developed and thrived: Eastern
Europe, the United States and Israel. The text is a
complicated mosaic based on three central components
of Jewish life: historical experience, survival, and
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wisdom. It shows that one cannot understand Jewish
humor without referring to the various factors which led
the Jewish people to create their unusual sense of
humor.
Presents a collection of Jewish jokes unders such
categories as the Jewish psyche, bar/bas mitzvahs,
Jewish boys and men, Jewish mothers, rabbis, and
observance.
The New Hippie Joke Book is 832 one-line jokes. It is my
autobiographical account of my pains and sufferings
turned into laughs and jokes. Therapist Cathy Meadows,
MA told me,""Suffering and torture lends itself to
increased creativity."" A creative writing teacher in
college taught the class, ""You write like you talk."" The
New Hippie Joke Book wrote itself and had a life of its
own. I did no research and very little editing of The New
Hippie Joke Book. I ""winged"" the book. Laughter is the
key to survival and healing. ""Laughter is the best
medicine."" ""We can put this out and see where it goes.
Can we protect him when it comes through the nose?
Poehler wouldn't like it. Either would Fey. Woody
wouldn't like it. ""HAVE A NICE DAY!""(an agent's joke)
""It's the end of Times. Time to renew. Be a Jew."" ""On
the Jewish New Year they celebrate at the Matza Ball.""
""What is a Buddha pest? Someone that's Hungary.""
""The hippies are back. Without the acid, with the
alkaline.""
“Jewish stories,” writes Adam Biro, “resemble every
people’s stories.” Yet at the same time there is no better
way to understand the soul, history, millennial suffering,
or, crucially, the joys of the Jewish people than through
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such tales—“There’s nothing,” writes Biro, “more
revelatory of the Jewish being.” With Is It Good for the
Jews? Biro offers a sequel to his acclaimed collection of
stories Two Jews on a Train. Through twenty-nine
tales—some new, some old, but all finely wrought and
rich in humor—Biro spins stories of characters coping with
the vicissitudes and reverses of daily life, while
simultaneously painting a poignant portrait of a world of
unassimilated Jewish life that has largely been lost to the
years. From rabbis competing to see who is the most
humble, to the father who uses suicide threats to
pressure his children into visiting, to three men berated
by the Almighty himself for playing poker, Biro populates
his stories with memorable characters and absurd—yet
familiar—situations, all related with a dry wit and spry
prose style redolent of the long tradition of Jewish
storytelling. A collection simultaneously of foibles and
fables, adversity and affection, Is It Good for the Jews?
reminds us that if in the beginning was the word, then we
can surely be forgiven for expecting a punch line to
follow one of these days.
This is, quite simply, the most comprehensive collection
of Jewish jokes, ever! The author has sourced over 1000
jokes and witty anecdotes that will have your sides
splitting. With topics ranging from Rabbis to
relationships; hairdressers to honeymoons; Bar Mitzvahs
to bodybuilders; and from shopping, dating and in-laws
to miracles, Viagra and chutzpah - and you don't have to
be Jewish to enjoy them. This unique book also contains
jokes for children, a compatability test for dating couples,
humourous quips that can be used in speeches for
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special occasions, and a generous sprinkling of
naughtier jokes.
The Jokes of Sigmund Freud unravels the intimate
connections between Sigmund Freud and his Jewish
identity. Author Elliott Oring observes that Freud
frequently identified with the characters in the jokes he
told, and that there was a strong relationship between
these jokes and his own psychological and social state.
This analysis offers novel insights into the enigmatic
character of Freud and a fresh perspective on the nature
of the science that he founded. Book jacket.
From the host of NPR affiliate’s Forum with Michael Krasny,
a compendium of Jewish jokes that packs the punches with
hilarious riff after riff and also offers a window into Jewish
culture. Michael Krasny has been telling Jewish jokes since
his bar mitzvah, and it’s been said that he knows more of
them than anyone on the planet. He certainly states his case
in this wise, enlightening, and hilarious book that not only
collects the best of Jewish humor passed down from
generation to generation, but explains the cultural
expressions and anxieties behind the laughs. "What’s Jewish
Alzheimer’s?" "You forget everything but the grudges." "You
must be so proud. Your daughter is the President of the
United States!" "Yes. But her brother is a doctor!" "Isn’t
Jewish humor masochistic?" "No. And if I hear that one more
time I am going to kill myself." With his background as a
scholar and public-radio host, Krasny delves deeply into the
themes, topics, and form of Jewish humor: chauvinism
undercut by irony and self-mockery, the fear of losing cultural
identity through assimilation, the importance of vocal
inflection in joke-telling, and calls to communal memory,
including the use of Yiddish. Borrowing from traditional humor
and such Jewish comedy legends as Jackie Mason, Mel
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Brooks, and Joan Rivers, Larry David, Sarah Silverman, Jerry
Seinfeld and Amy Schumer, Let There Be Laughter is an
absolute pleasure for the chosen and goyim alike.
An encyclopedic survey of the Jewish body as it has existed
and as it has been imagined from biblical times to the present
That the human body can be the object not only of biological
study but also of historical consideration and cultural criticism
is now widely accepted. But why, Robert Jütte asks, should a
historian bother with the Jewish body in particular? And is the
"Jewish body" as much a concept constructed over the
course of centuries by Jews and non-Jews alike as it is a
physical reality? To comprehend the notion and existence of
a Jewish body, he contends, one needs to look both at the
images and traits that have been ascribed to Jews by
themselves and others, and to the specific bodily practices
that have played an important role in creating the identity of a
religious and cultural community. Jütte has written an
encyclopedic survey of the Jewish body as it has existed and
as it has been imagined from biblical times to the present,
often for anti-Jewish purposes. He examines the techniques
for caring for the body that Jews acquire in childhood from
parents and authority figures and how these have changed
over the course of a more than 2000-year history, most of it
spent in exile. From consideration of traditional body
stereotypes, such as the so-called Jewish nose, to matters of
gender and sexuality, sickness and health, and the inevitable
end of the body in death, The Jewish Body explores the
historical foundations of the human physis in all its aspects.
Previously published as part of Oy! The Ultimate Book of
Jewish Jokes. From circumcision to bar mitzvahs and rabbis
to relationships, here is a feast of over 300 old and new
Jewish jokes and witty anecdotes---and you don't have to be
Jewish to enjoy them! David Minkoff's website has attracted
attention and contributions from around the world. Containing
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jokes to tell children, a compatibility test for couples, and
humorous quips for special occasions, his book is a truly
unique collection. Praise for OY! The Ultimate Book of Jewish
Jokes. "This clever kosher compilation generates giggles
galore." ---Publishers Weekly "Terrific and addicting . . .
guaranteed to make you laugh." ---The Reporter (New York)
This book explores the multifaceted nature of humor in Israel,
some of which is intentional and some of which is
unintentional. Either way, the quirks of Israeli life contribute to
making that life interesting and fulfilling. In the pages of this
volume, we take a look at humorous slices of Israeli life,
Israeli comedy, satire and parody, funny TV commercials,
unusual stories about food, surprising rabbinic bans on daily
activities, simchas as they can only be celebrated in Israel,
and endearing aspects of Israeli culture. There are more than
120 anecdotes and links to video clips totaling more than six
hours of video. We hope that these anecdotes and video clips
give you a new and different insight into life in Israel, and
encourage you to join in the fun by planning a visit to the land
flowing with milk and honey.
When Ketzel WeinrachÕs beloved brother Potsie goes
missing in Las Vegas, she not only must try to find him, she
must confront her familyÕs shady history and their ties to the
legendary Jewish mob, Murder, Inc., as well as her troubling
relationship to her cousin Perry (who runs a strip club on the
outskirts of Vegas), her long and apparently not-so-loving
marriage to her recently departed husband Morty Tittelman (a
self-styled professor of dirty jokes and erotic folklore), and her
own failed career as a stand-up comic.
Presents an amusing accumulation of Jewish jokes, wit,
anecdotes, sight gags, satire, and cartoons, as well as
selections from the works of leading Jewish writers and
comedians.
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